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Ramp and Steps

240 gauge x 80mm depth x random length Marshalls tegula block s/a.
Colour: Harvest. Joints: close butted and filled with dry jointing sand.
Bond: stretcher

25mm depth sand bed.

Min 150mm depth concrete foundation with haunching

Compacted Type 1. Depth varies to suit levels 150 - 300mm depth.

240 gauge x 160 x 80mm tegula block soldier course

mortar bed
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Steps:
150mm riser
320mm wide
tread.

160mm wide
tegula block
on 25mm
mortar bed

160mm wide
soldier
course
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Hard and Soft
Works

Powrie Park Phase 2, Abernethy

7059/P/L2

DC

Oct ' 13

0

1:100@A1TREE PROTECTION:

The Contractor shall ensure that site storage, dumping of
soil/materials, site compound buildings and access do not
affect the root protection areas around existing trees (under
tree canopies).

Root protection areas to be fenced off from the main site area.

Quote

Take down and
remove from site 3 no.
timber posts

Take down and
remove from site 9 l/m
road kerb.

Take down and
remove from site
existing paving
(approx 1m2).

Proposed
concrete pin
kerb on 100mm
depth conncrete
foundation and
haunch

Proposed
concrete pin
kerb

Proposed flush and
dropper kerbs

1:20 ramp.
Lay 240mm gauge x random length
Marshalls Tegula block on
compacted type 1 and 25mm
compacted sand bed. Joints butted
and filled with kiln dried sand.
Colour: Harvest buff.

Spread 150mm topsoil
and bring levels
25mm above with top
of utility cover and
adjacent pin kerbs
and hard surfaces.
cultivate and sow with
amenity grass seed at
35g/m2.

Grass edge to
car parking

Build up soil levels
where required to
bring soil levels
25mm above car
park edge.

Build up soil levels
where required to
bring soil levels
25mm above car
park edge.

Excavate to formation level
and remove surplus topsoil
from site. Carpark make up
250mm compacted Type 1 on
geotextile. 50mm depth
compacted whindust to
propsed levels Excavate to formation

level and remove
surplus topsoil from
site. Footpath make
up 100mm compacted
Type 1 on geotextile
capped with 50mm
whindust surfacing.
See detail.

Proposed
concrete pin
kerb on 100mm
depth conncrete
foundation and
haunch

Scrape off loose surfacing and debris
from existing access road and remove
from site. Lay 50 - 100mm compacted
Type 1 to regulate surface and lay to
falls to ensure drainage. surface with
50mm compacted depth whin dust.

Footpath: Scrape off loose surfacing and
debris from existing surface and remove
from site. Lay 50mm compacted Type 1
and 50mm compacted whindust.
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Lift and remove
mound of
topsoil/subsoil
approximately
200m3

Proposed
concrete pin
kerb on 100mm
depth conncrete
foundation and
haunch

Proposed steps
constructed with
marshalls Tegula on
concrete foundation.
Refer to adjacent detail

To be agreed on site:

- Location of 4 no. proposed seats
- Location of Bins
- Location of Trim Trail Equipment and signs

1.8m wide footpath to be
reinstated. Full footpath make
up required:

-Excavate 150mm and thinly
spread topsoil in adjacent
woodland area.

- Lay geotextile;
- Lay 100mm depth compacted
Type 1
- Lay 50mm depth compacted
whin dust.
Form camber along centreline
of path.
Refer to specification.

Existing Footpath: Remove
loose surfacing/debris and
remove from site. Build up
levles with 100mm compacted
Type 1 with camber and
surface with 50mm compacted
whindust. Footpath
approximately 1.8m wide.

Seating:
Location of seats to be agreed
on site.

Seats will be provided by PKC.
Contractor to collect from PKC
depot in Perth.

Seats to be bolted to concrete
pads located below whindust
surface.

Seat recess to be constructed
wiith ful whin dust footpath
make up. Approx 2 x 0.8m in
size.

Trim Trail equipment:
It will be confirmed at award of
contract whether the
Contractor will be supplying
and installing trim trail
equipment and/or installing
whindust surfacign to the base
of the equipment.

Scrape off loose surfacing and debris
from existing access road and remove
from site. Lay 50 - 100mm compacted
Type 1 to regulate surface and lay to
falls to ensure drainage. surface with
50mm compacted depth whin dust.

This section of
footpath does not
require resurfacing


